
Greater Northwest Camp 
Camp ADMIN Staff Meeting 
February 25, 2013 
Attendees- Scott, Donnie, Kathy, Mandy, Stacey 
Guest- Matt Dickey 
E-Mail Presentation- Rochelle Carpenter 
 

1. Introduction- Welcome aboard Donnie and Mandy.  The Admin staff has a new dynamic with an 
additional director (Donnie) and also the addition of a Activities Coordinator (Mandy).  Our 
theme this year is “Extreme Makeover FC Camp Edition”  and Brian Orf is working diligently on 
the Bible Class material that goes along with the subtitle- The sermon on the mount.   
 

2. CDC Update- Matt Dickey presented an “event by event” review of the two day event.  He 
stated that it was a enjoyable experience and that our camp is highly regarded due to our 
success and innovative strategies.  He and Stacey both brought back some valuable ideas that 
they will share as we progress in the planning stages.  One notable idea was introducing a new 
evening game called “Hunger Games”.    Matt and Stacey met with our camp friends and set 
some expectations and answered questions.  The friends are:  Will Bean, Bryce Cline, Erica 
Mackey and Macie Foreman.  They will be led by Daniel Broadwell.  A change we can anticipate:  
the friends will be rested and fresh.  They have a week between our camp and their previous 
camp.  They are only doing a maximum of 4 camps (to eliminate burn out).   
 

3.  Financial Report- Stacey reports that we have $4,083 in the camp account.  $500 has been 
allocated to improve our sports and activities equipment.  We committed to giving back $1000 
to the scholarship fund and that transaction has already taken place.  The scholarship account 
has $1,384.     Stacey suggested that we use some of our funds to supplement the t-shirt budget 
so that we can order t-shirts this year that represent the six FC societies (both branded and 
colored appropriately).  One suggestion was to make them generic so that any surplus could be 
used the following year.  Another suggestion was to brand the back with the current year’s 
theme and do our best to order accurately.  In general the idea was received 100% favorably, 
but was tabled.  Scott agreed to contact Blue Cotton to discuss the logistics of this t-shirt and get 
an idea of cost.  
 

4. Marketing- Donnie noted that the recruiting that Matt and his team have done over the past 
several years has been OUTSTANDING and the retention and increase in camper results have 
been AWESOME.  He and Mandy shared an idea for a pilot marketing program that they would 
like to do this year in their home town. The objective would be to add 10 campers to the camp 
via marketing to youth groups.  They would leverage the video that Regan Fermenick produced 
and also take some local teens with them (who already go to camp) to promote camp.  Another 
feature of this pilot would be to establish a database of prospective campers.  Matt suggested 
that giving out prizes to those who will give names of prospects is highly effective.  Donnie also 
committed to setting up a Facebook Event for Camp 2013.  
 

5. Goals- Camper Numbers.  Last year our goal was 180 campers and we exceeded it by 5 campers.  
This year our goal is “to break 200”.  The stretch goal for 2013 is 213 campers.  
 

6. Fundraising- Donnie stated that he recognizes the amazing success of the fundraising 
committee. He would like to encourage all of us to participate in that success by seeking 



donations for camp via a donor request letter (as well as simply asking).  Donnie volunteered to 
update the current letter that the fundraising committee is using.   Donnie was encouraged to 
join the fundraising committee and leverage his energies, strengths and ideas through that 
committee and especially to make sure the donor letter is presented to Rochelle for distribution.  
 

7. Activities- Mandy expressed a great deal of interest in the Hunger Games idea for the Monday 
night event.  Stacey agreed to do some research on this for her.  Tuesday through Friday events 
will be the same with some slight modifications.  Friday night Senior Hour is a priority and will be 
a structured event that clearly defines boundaries and acceptable behavior.  Mandy is 
committed to adding more campfire singing into the schedule as well as S’Mores for Juniors, a 
little bit of extended pass time between certain events (thinking of the hike to the hill top that 
the older girls make) and a sleep in day.  Mandy and Kathy plan to work together to host a 
catered meeting on the first day of camp for all counselors (this would be during the same 
timeslot that the Mandatory Sunday Afternoon Meeting takes place).  The meal would serve as 
a working meeting, a thank you, and last but not least  a way to provide much needed 
sustenance in anticipation of a busy week. 
 

8. Registration-  Rochelle shared via email the following: Hi Team!  Unfortunately, I will be unable 
to attend our conference call tonight. Here is the information regarding my Registrar duties: We 
currently have no campers registered. Typically the earliest forms come in May. The plan for 
society assignments this year is to combine last years experiment and our previous strategy: 
Kids will request societies and they will be assigned on a first-come-first-served basis, like last 
year. However, there will be greater interference on my part (finalized and approved by Scott 
and Donnie, of course) to split the societies by age and known athletic ability, like years prior to 
2012. Regarding the commitment to notify counselors of their assignments in advance: This has 
been requested by many of our counselors in past years and we are seeking to hear their voices 
and accommodate them - within reason.  Counselors will be given generic information regarding 
their cabin size and ages shortly before camp - too early would be problematic as the most 
changes to our roster occur in the last two weeks. They will also be told that the information is 
subject to change. As the past is the best indicator of the future, we need to be prepared for 
some push back after the assignments are published. Thanks to Donnie and Mandy for covering 
a few updates on fundraising! If anyone has any questions regarding registration or the 
fundraising committee, please feel free to call or email! 
 

Next Meetings:  
 
March- Kathy to meet with Donnie and Scott (Starbucks Cascade Station???) to select counselors 
sometime after March 15th. 
 
April- Conference Call- Camp ADMIN Staff (30 minutes or less) just to share the staff selection and to 
anticipate and preview upcoming action items. 
 


